Exclusive design saves time and provides a superior balance by eliminating the removal of wheel bearings and ensuring the wheel is centered on the motorcycle. This saves time in set up by not removing the bearings from the wheels, eliminates setup parts on the balancer and provides a more accurate balance. Handles multiple applications including scooters, single swing arm wheels and super-wide Harley wheels.
LED Screen  
Exclusive Design  
Static/Dynamic Modes  
Manual Locking  
2D Automatic Gauge  
Fixed Shaft  
Ergonomic Design  
Multiple Applications

Standard Accessories

Motorcycle Shaft Kit  
Rim Width Gauge

DIMENSIONS

CONTACT

Power Supply: 110V, 1ph  
Wheel Clamping Type: Manual  
Max. Rim Diameter: 30" (765 mm)  
Max. Rim Width: 20" (510 mm)  
Max. Tire Diameter: 28" (711 mm)  
Shipping Weight: 220 lbs. (100 kg)

CEMB USA - BL Systems Inc.  
2873 Ramsey Road, Gainesville, GA 30501  
(678) 717-1050  -  sales@cemb-usa.com  
www.cemb-usa.com

Motorcycle Shaft Kit  
Rim Width Gauge

+ 10 mm Extension  
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